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COWS FIGHT OVER 
PUMPKIN BEFORE 

DISAPPEARING! 
By Jack G. Jager 

  
1 Image used with permission.  Credit: Jack Jager. Cow’s deserted field  

An odd behavior was noticed when two cows began to fight over a 
pumpkin. It was interesting due to the unique combat method. The cows 
appeared to butt heads and kick the other cow. Why do cows fight over 
meager things like this? When just two and a half months ago, the cows had 
incredible displays of sophistication now they have regressed to this!?! The 
victor was unclear, but the affect was interesting. The cows appeared to 
have started to split off from one another. It could be winter, but they have 
been fewer and farther between. One funny (But probably not true but 
heck, I’ll put it in but it’s just a theory) theory is that the cows are preparing 
to rebel against the humans and establish cows as the supreme rulers of the 
farm. Another more plausible (but still very far-fetched) theory (I like this 
one the best) is that the cows are moving into the woods to create a cow-
only town in the trees like Ewoks. Yet another crazy theory is that the cows 
have a hidden village (Like the Ewok theory) where they live without 
humans peacefully. Another crazy theory is that the cows would like to not 
get eaten and are running away. Still another theory is that the cows are 
going on vacation in Lake Jane. Another crazy theory is that the cows want 
to go to Florida and are forging plane tickets. Why does it seem that cows 
are leaving us?  More on this expanding story soon.  
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                             
White squirrel spotted in 
neighborhood!   
 By: Jack G. Jager 
Facts from ncfieldfamily.org 

One day, Minneapolis residents 
spotted a rare white squirrel on the 
5000 block of Washburn Avenue. 
Some people think that the white 
squirrel has special powers. Is this 
really the truth? Or is this just another 
urban legend? In this week’s column I 
will explore the myths and facts about 
white squirrels. 

White squirrels and albino 
squirrels are not the same thing. An 
interesting story about white squirrels 
is that they came to Bevard, North 
Carolina when a circus truck crashed 
releasing white squirrels into the 
countryside. People in Bevard put out 
white squirrel feeders. Bevard citizens 
host a white squirrel festival every year 
that contains live music, a white 
squirrel derby, a white squirrel 5k and 
10k, squirrel feeder contests, tours, and 
white squirrel exhibits. In Bevard there 
is even a law against trapping, hunting, 
or killing white squirrels. 

In Minneapolis this special 
treatment of white squirrels does not 
happen. White squirrels do not have 
any power known to science besides 
being cool looking, but it is still a fun 
legend. 

 
Credit: Sarah Entinger. White squirrel. 



SPORTS 
AN “INJUROUS”GAME 
By Jack G. Jager 

It started as an ordinary game of football. QB Berry threw the 
ball to WR Oliver who was tackled at the 35 yard line. WR 
Payton caught the next throw before an interception from QB 
Jackson Hasse caused the ball to change hands. QB Jackson 
Hasse then threw it down to RB Suhaib who was tackled at 
the 25 yard line. Immediately the next throw from Hasse 
caused WR Grant to go down at the15 yard line losing his 
team 10 yards. Next, RB Jakari Bowers to go down at the 20 
yard line. The teams lined up, then QB Jackson Hasse threw 
to RB Jakari Bowers to go down on the 25 yard line D 
Brayden then tackled RB Jack Jager to go down injuring his 
knee.       

OUTDOORS & TRAVEL 
This Week Outside 
By Ben Jager 

Hello, I’m here to talk to you about things to do outside. One of the best things to do outside right now is to have a 
scavenger hunt! If you’re setting up a scavenger hunt, you should try to hide the clues in the middle of nowhere 
because usually if there’s a scavenger hunt, the people will think to look hard because it literally says “scavenger 
hunt” so they probably won’t be looking in the middle of nowhere. And if you put it in the middle of nowhere, 
people sometimes don’t watch where they’re stepping so they might walk around it and not find your clues. One 
time, at our grandma’s house, she had us find clues which led us to where we got our prize, which was a bag with 
something inside it; I can’t really remember. 
 

To set up a scavenger hunt, first, you would need some things that you 
can find, like prizes, such as little chests or whatever you think might be a 
good prize. If you have like a Twix bar, you would want to put it inside of 
a bag so then it wouldn’t get dirty because you don’t want to eat dirty 
Twix bars. If you only have one prize, then maybe you could have a 
bunch of sticks with tape around them and whoever got the most sticks 
would win, and then they would get the prize. If you want to, you can 
have different clues that will lead you to different places where the prizes 
are. You could have prizes for each person or you could have one prize 
that people compete against each other to find. The clues don’t tell you 
exactly where to find it and are tricky. Let’s say you were giving a clue 
for a fridge. You could say, “It’s a cold, dark place that lights up when 
someone is hungry!” I think you’ll have fun this week if you take time to 
plan a scavenger hunt for friends. Goodbye, fellas. PS: or you could also 
give clues with a treasure map, but I don’t have room for a picture of that. 
  

 

 

R.G.L. RATINGS 
     

1. Teagan 
2. Peter Bryant 
3. Brandon Stein 
4. Logan 
5. Rowan 
6. Jack Jager 
7. Ben Feit 
8. Brayden  

  



Technology 
The Coding Corner 

NEW RELEASE! LGAME EXECUTABLE 
Coder: Charlie Jager 

Lgame-Download’s URL is: http://(Host)/dashboard/nyx-programing/hash/web-nyx-programing/try_game-nyx-programing/get/get.php. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
The lgame executable's name is Lgame.exe in the install directory C:\Program 
Files\Lgame\. If you look at the icon it should look like the first image below. Then 
after you open it you should see the second image. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Click yes and at the top you should see the following:  
That isn't all it should do, it will do more, after I finish writing and debugging 
the code. Notice on the icon how there is a small shield icon, I took forever to make 
that appear, which means that the application requires administrative permissions. 
How I got it working took forever to do the first one. There had to be a separate 
manifest file in the location to do so, but then after a while I figured out how to 
embed the manifest file in the application but it wasn’t easy for me to do so, 
because it kept on not working and displayed the following: "mt.exe is not recognized 
as an internal command, operational program, or batch file". Then I had to figure out 
how to download it. After I did so, I had to copy the code into the folder, and the 
manifest file, before executing the command again, and then copying the executable to 
my desktop. The important tasks it has to handle are setting up the game so that it 
runs without any errors, because some code needs to run on a different version of 
python. I’ll tell more about the tasks Lgame.exe must handle in the next issue. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Code-Content Notice^: 

*Lgame should not be modified or redistributed in any way, at 
Version 0.3 doing so may result in uninstallation. 

The Lgame API can cause harm to the game when used wrong. 

Lgame^ is made by NYX_PROGRAMING. 

Date (Year): 2021. Owner: Charles G. Jager. Company:  NYX-
PROGRAMING. 

 *Lgame may require additional apps and files. 
 

 

 

 

For programming consultation and support with 
everything from apps to games, contact Charlie 

Jager at charles.g.jager@gmail.com.  
Skilled at Python, PHP, CSS, HTML, JavaScript and 

more! http://(host)/nyx-programing/?s=true 

Lgame Ideas Needed! 
Please send me ideas for Lgame 

at:charles.g.jager@gmail.com. Some may be 
included in Lgame. If you have an idea I’d 
be happy to hear it because I have been 

having trouble thinking of ideas for Lgame. 



 
“Speedy” the Sloth, By Jack G. Jager 

  

 

Jokes ‘N Gags, By Jack G. Jager 

  
  
   

  

 

Vlad the Vacuum, By Jack G. Jager 

 

 

What do you call 
Calvin’s Calvary? 

What? 

Calvinry! 



FUN & GAMES 
LOGIC PUZZLE 

Jakeekee, Joe, and Mary each have a different stuffed animal. The stuffed animals are a 
Sloth, Giraffe, and Narwhal.  The colors are Brown, Yellow, and Pink. Match the colors, 
owner, and animal. 

 

                                                                                           

1. All answers have 5 syllables. 

2. Jakeekee’s animal is brown.  
 

Answers in next week’s classifieds! 

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Today’s Book Review:  Calvin & Hobbes: It’s a magical world

I love this book. It really highlights the bond between the boy and his tiger. You can 
feel the emotion seeping from this book. The story is upbeat whether Calvin is playing 
with his babysitter, or sledding with Hobbes. I doubt that ANYONE could turn this 
book down. I especially love whenever Calvin is doing his “Get Rid Of Slimy girlS” 
(see the capitalization trick?!?) thing. It is amazing how everyone seems to play their 
part perfectly. Highly recommended.   
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BAMBOOZLE 

5/5 stars 

RIDDLE 

Tall I am young, short I 
am old, giving light I drip 
life, what am I? 



ASK THE EDITOR 
By: Jack G. Jager 

Dear Editor, 

We did not get many trick or treaters this year. We have so much leftover candy. What should we do to get rid 
of it, and what should we do to attract more trick or treaters next year? 
   --Signed, Sick of sugar 

Dear Sick of sugar, 

Well, to get rid of the extra candy there are dentists who will pay you for the candy and give it to soldiers who 
are overseas. To attract more trick or treaters, you should make your house look spoooooookyyy.  
   --Signed, The editor 

 

**Have a question that you don’t know how to answer? Need advice on a sticky situation? Email your question 
to jack.jager28@gmail.com for help! Answers may be printed in this paper. 

CLASSIFIEDS

Answers for last week’s Fun & Games: 
Bamboozle: Halloween 
Logic puzzle: Dracula, Snickers, 31. Mummy, 
Milky way, 77. Wolfman, Twix, 24. 
 

Free Organ 
Call (651)-777-6533 

Ask for Rodger or Lisa 
Free Aquarium 

Call (651)-777-6533 
Ask for Rodger or Lisa 

FOR ADVERTISING, 
CONTACT JACK 

JAGER: 
jack.jager28@gmail.com 

*Rates may vary 

Free Firewood-haul your own 
-------------------------------------------- 

Pick up at: 13128 N Erickson RD 
Hayward, WI  

-------------------------------------------- 
For more info, contact G. Jager at 

GGJager@comcast.net  

 
SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION 

Contact jack.jager28@gmail.com 
 

For information about subscription 
status, renewals, cancellations, or gifts 

Favorite column poll 
E-mail me using jack.jager28@gmail.com with 
your name and favorite column. Respond before 
Sunday, November 14 and on the 14th I will draw 

one person, and the winner will get 4 FREE weeks 
added to their subscription. 

  
 


